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We report on a computational group theory experiment involv-

ing a search for cyclic presentations of the trivial group. The list

of such presentations obtained includes counterexamples to a

conjecture of M J Dunwoody.

1. INTRODUCTIONWe report on a computational group theory experi-ment, involving the use of QUOTPIC [Holt and Rees1993] and designed to test one of two conjecturesmade by M. J. Dunwoody [1995] on cyclically pre-sented groups. (The other conjecture, not consid-ered here, has been proved independently in [Cavic-chioli et al. 1999] and [Song and Kim 1999]. Roughlyit stated that any closed orientable 3-manifold repre-sented by a symmetric Heegaard diagram is homeo-morphic to a cyclic covering of the 3-sphere branchedover some knot.)Let Fn denote the free group on n (free) genera-tors x0; : : : ; xn�1 and let � : Fn ! Fn be the auto-morphism for which xi� = xi+1 (where subscriptsare taken modulo n). Following [Johnson 1980],for (cyclically reduced) w 2 Fn de�ne Gn(w) =Fn=N where N is the normal closure in Fn of theset fw;w�; : : : ; w�n�1g. A group G is said to havea cyclic presentation or to be cyclically presentedif G �= Gn(w) for some w and for some n. Thepolynomial associated with the cyclic presentationfor Gn(w) is de�ned to be fw(t) =Pn�1i=0 aiti whereai is the exponent sum of xi in w. Put An(w) =Gn(w)ab. It is shown in [Johnson 1980] that the or-der of An(w) is equal to the absolute value of theproduct Qn�1i=0 fw(�i) where �i ranges over the setof complex nth roots of unity (with the conventionthat An(w) is in�nite whenever the product van-ishes). Furthermore An(w) is trivial if and only iffw(t) is a unit in the ring Z [t]=(tn � 1).
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Dunwoody [1995] conjectured that ifGn(w) is triv-ial then fw(t) = �ti. If n = 2, 3, 4, or 6 the onlyunits in Z [t]=(tn� 1) are cosets containing elementsof the form �ti, so it follows from the discussionabove that the conjecture is true for these values ofn. As a result of our experiment we can report thatthe conjecture is false for n = 5, a counterexamplebeing G5(x�10 x�11 x3x2x1).In fact our initial impetus was to �nd examples oftrivial Gn(w) where n � 4 and where the presenta-tion is irreducible (see Section 2). One motivationbeing that any such presentation could be a pos-sible counterexample to the well-known Andrews{Curtis conjecture (see [Burns and Macedo�nska 1993;Baumslag et al. 1999] for a discussion of this).In Section 2 we describe the experiment and inSection 3 we list the results achieved so far.
2. THE EXPERIMENTRecall that we are searching for possible w such thatGn(w) is trivial.Firstly we will insist that the presentation forGn(w) is irreducible, that is, if w involves xi1 ; : : : ; xikonly, where ij < ij+1, then hcf(i2�i1; i3�i2; : : : ; ik�ik�1; n) = 1. This will prevent the group Gn(w) de-composing into a free product of copies of Gm(ŵ)where m divides n. As an illustration considerG9(x�10 x3x0x�23 ):This group can be expressed as the free producthx0; x3; x6jx�10 x3x0x�23 ; x�13 x6x3x�26 ; x�16 x0x6x�20 i �hx1; x4; x7jx�11 x4x1x�24 ; x�14 x7x4x�27 ; x�17 x1x7x�21 i �hx2; x5; x8jx�12 x5x2x�25 ; x�15 x8x5x�28 ; x�18 x2x8x�22 iand each of the (isomorphic) free factors are knownto be trivial [Higman 1951]. After renumbering,each free factor is G3(x�10 x1x0x�21 ). Observe alsothat the associated polynomial of Gn(w) is �ti forsome i if and only if the associated polynomial ofGm(ŵ) is �tj for some j.Now the automorphism � of the free group Fnde�ned in Section 1 induces an automorphism ofGn(w) of order dividing n and the resulting splitextension Hn(w) of Gn(w) by the cyclic group oforder n has a presentationHn(w) = hx; tjtn; w(x; t)i

where w(x; t) is in the normal closure of x and tn.(See [Johnson 1980], for example.) Conversely anygroup with such a presentation is a split extensionof a Gn(w) for some w. For example, if n = 4 andw = x0x1x�13 x�11 x3 thenHn(w) = hx; tjt4; xt�1xt�2x�1t2x�1t�2xt3i:This observation provides us with the parameterswe shall use, namely n and l = l(w(x; t)), that is, ntogether with the length of the word w(x; t) regardedas an element in the free group on x and t (so in theabove example, l = 15).In fact we make the following assumptions:4 � n � 10 and l = l(w(x; t)) � 15:This, in principle, means that for each n there are2(315�1) reduced w(x; t) to consider, but of coursethere are further restrictions we can make and nowlist.
1. The word w(x; t) is cyclically reduced.
2. The exponent sum of t in w(x; t) is congruent to0 modulo n.
3. We can work modulo equivalence where w1(x; t)is equivalent to w2(x; t) if and only if w1(x; t) canbe obtained from w2(x; t) by a sequence of thefollowing moves:

(a) cyclic permutation;
(b) replace x by x�1 everywhere;
(c) replace t by t�1 everywhere;
(d) inversion.

4. The exponent sum of x in w(x; t) is equal to 1.
5. No cyclic permutation of w(x; t) contains the sub-words t�k; tk+1 (if n = 2k) or t�(k+1); tk+1 (ifn = 2k + 1).This completes our restrictions for w(x; t), and wehave produced a computer programme that lists allthe resulting w(x; t). The programme then rewriteseach w(x; t) into a word w in the xi (0 � i � n� 1)and at this stage there are three further restrictionswe can make.
6. The resulting presentation is irreducible in thesense discussed at the beginning of this section.
7. The determinant of the relation matrix of the re-sulting presentation equals �1.
8. The word w involves at least three of the xi.This last restriction follows from Theorem 3 in[Pride 1987]. Part of this theorem implies that if
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w involves x0 and x1 only and n � 4 then Gn(w)is nontrivial. Since we are dealing with irreduciblepresentations it can be assumed that if w involvesonly two of the xi then (after renumbering, if nec-essary) they are x0 and x1.This way we end up with a list of words w thatare candidates for Gn(w) to be trivial. We haveused QUOTPIC to investigate some of these pre-sentations. If we can �nd any proper subgroups of�nite index, for example, then the corresponding wcan be discarded from our list; likewise if we can�nd a nontrivial quotient of Gn(w). (The interestedreader wanting further details is invited to contactthe �rst named author.) Finally, when we couldnot show that a particular Gn(w) is nontrivial weused the coset enumeration programme in QUOT-PIC relative to the trivial subgroup to check for triv-iality and in some cases found the order of Gn(w)to equal 1 (of course in many cases we obtained noinformation in that the coset enumeration did notcomplete).
3. RESULTSAfter applying our �rst programme, before usingQUOTPIC, we found that the number of candidatesw for which Gn(w) might be trivial is given for eachn in Table 1, where we have partitioned the words winto those that yield a presentation whose associatedpolynomial is �ti and otherwise. Thus the words af-ter the / in each entry of Table 1 represent possiblecounterexamples to Dunwoody's conjecture.

l n=4 n=5 n=6 n=7 n=8 n=9 n=10�7 0/0 0/ 1 0/0 0/ 1 0/0 0/0 0/ 08 0/0 0/ 1 0/0 0/ 0 0/0 0/0 0/ 09 0/0 0/ 1 0/0 0/ 1 0/0 0/0 0/ 010 0/0 0/ 0 0/0 0/ 2 0/0 0/0 0/ 011 4/0 4/ 5 4/0 4/ 2 4/0 4/0 4/ 012 0/0 3/ 4 0/0 0/ 3 0/0 0/0 0/ 013 17/0 17/ 19 21/0 21/ 21 21/0 21/3 21/ 214 0/0 8/ 26 0/0 3/ 14 0/0 0/2 0/ 015 103/0 93/113 105/0 105/103 109/2 109/9 109/11
TABLE 1. Number of candidate words w for whichGn(w) might be trivial, after �rst phase; x/y indi-cates the are x such words that yield a presenta-tion whose associated polynomial is �ti, and y thatdon't.

Since x has exponent sum 1 in w(x; t) each w inTable 1 can be put into the form xiw0 where w0is in the commutator subgroup. It follows that if4 � n � 10 and l � 14 then w is one ofx2[x"11 ; x"20 ] (4 � n � 10; l = 11)x3[x"11 ; x"20 ] (n=5; l=12; ("1; "2)6=(�1;�1))(6 � n � 10; l = 13)x2[x"11 ; x2"20 ] (4 � n � 10; l = 13)x2[x2"11 ; x"20 ] (4 � n � 10; l = 13)x2[x"10 x"21 ; x"21 ] (4 � n � 10; l = 13)x2[x"11 ; x0][x0; x�"11 ] (4 � n � 10; l = 13)x2[x"11 ; x"23 ] (4 � n � 10; l = 13;("1; "2) 6= (�1;�1))x3[x"11 ; x2"20 ] (n = 5; l = 14)x3[x"12 ; x"20 ] (n = 5; l = 14)where "i = �1.As a result of our use of QUOTPIC we foundthe following examples of cyclic presentations of thetrivial group.G4(x2x1x0x�11 x�10 ) fw(t)= t2 l=11G4(x2x�11 x�13 x1x3) fw(t)= t2 l=13G4(x3x2x1x�10 x�11 x�12 x0) fw(t)= t3 l=15G4(x3x�10 x1x2x�11 x�12 x0) fw(t)= t3 l=15G4(x3x2x1x�10 x�11 x0x�12 ) fw(t)= t3 l=15G4(x3x�10 x1x2x�11 x0x�12 ) fw(t)= t3 l=15G5(x�10 x�11 x3x2x1) fw(t)=�1+t2+t3 l=11G5(x�10 x2x�13 x0x4) fw(t)= t2�t3+t4 l=12G5(x�10 x2x�11 x3x1) fw(t)=�1+t2+t3 l=13G5(x�10 x�12 x0x3x1) fw(t)= t�t2+t3 l=14The use of QUOTPIC also allowed us to reducethe number of w for which it is unknown whetherGn(w) is trivial. The present totals are given inTable 2.
l n=4 n=5 n=6 n=7 n=8 n=9 n=10� 10 0/ 0 0/ 0 0/ 0 0/ 0 0/ 0 0/ 0 0/ 011 3/ 0 2/ 3 0/ 0 4/ 0 4/ 0 1/ 0 2/ 012 0/ 0 1/ 2 0/ 0 0/ 0 0/ 0 0/ 0 0/ 013 3/ 0 8/11 2/ 0 17/14 4/ 0 9/ 1 6/ 014 0/ 0 3/14 0/ 0 0/ 9 0/ 0 0/ 0 0/ 015 41/ 0 50/71 14/ 0 63/71 12/ 0 41/ 4 24/ 1

TABLE 2. Final number of candidate words w forwhich it is unknown whether Gn(w) is trivial; seeTable 1 for / convention.
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For example, the Gn(w) that remain undecidedand where l(w) � 12 areG5(x�10 x�11 x2x3x1); Gn1(x2x�11 x�10 x1x0);G5(x�10 x�11 x4x21); Gn2(x2x�11 x0x1x�10 );G5(x�10 x�12 x3x22); Gn2(x2x1x�10 x�11 x0);G5(x�10 x�12 x3x0x1); Gn3(x2x1x0x�11 x�10 );G5(x�10 x2x�14 x0x1); G5(x3x�11 x�10 x1x0);where n1 2 f4; 7; 8g, n2 2 f4; 5; 7; 8; 10g, and n3 2f7; 8; 9g.We �nish with three remarks. Firstly, in mostof our trivial examples w conjugates an element oflength k to an element of length k+1 (as in Higman'sexamples). Secondly, in the course of the experi-ment we discovered some nontrivial �nite examples.Curiously, every such example turned out to be iso-morphic to SL(2; 5). Finally, the fact that we havenot found many examples of irreducible cyclic pre-sentations of the trivial group motivates us to posethe following two questions.
Question 1. Is there an irreducible cyclic presenta-tion of the trivial group with more than 5 genera-tors?
Question 2. Is there an example w where G5(w) istrivial and fw(t) = �ti?
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